
Archeology of the Present*

Materials:

graph paper
plain paper
pencils with erasers
whiteboard or flip chart, with graph paper-like grid
prepared list of supplemental intensity curves: "memories, postures/postural 

shifts, gestures, images, fantasies, other kinds of feelings" – this list 
should remain covered until called for in the script

Script

In a moment we will guide you through a structured interview asking you to 
recount a very short experience. Then we will move with you through multiple 
passes through this experience.

Throughout we ask you to stay focused on what you experienced, not what you 
logically infer must have happened.

Please turn to someone near you, so that each person has a partner. 

Within each pair, choose an A and a B.

A's, you will be interviewers; B's, you will be interviewees. (If you don't have a 
partner, join a pair near you as a second interviewer. Any latecomers are also 
added as interviewers.)

(Distribute pencils and plain paper to the interviewers.)
Now, interviewees, please tell your interviewer what you experienced on your 
way to the SenseLab this morning. Interviewers, you are just listening at this 
point.

(When there is a sense that enough time has elapsed for the experience to be 
more or less fully recounted, but before the energy of the discussions wanes, 
move to the next step.)

We ask you now to work together to choose some segment of this experience to 
explore further. We identify a segment as:
 

-- continuous in real time
-- 30-90 seconds in length
-- possessing a distinct beginning and ending, marked by clearly defined 
happenings establishing its boundaries



Interviewers, you may take notes if it seems helpful. 

(Wait for this to be completed)

Now that you've chosen a segment of your experience, we ask you to break it 
down into episodes. We identify an episode as:

-- a stretch of continuous awareness surrounded by periods of 
nonconsciousness or holes in awareness

Interviewers, take notes and give a name or label to each episode

(Wait for it.)

If you have more than three episodes, please choose three consecutive episodes 
to focus on.

(Distribute graph paper, one sheet to each interviewee.)

We now want to play with graphing these episodes in the following way. 

(On the flipchart or whiteboard, draw a graph with a horizonal axis labeled "time" 
and a vertical axis labeled "intensity." On the intensity axis, indicate a scale from 
0 on the bottom, to 10 on the top. The time axis will be variable, so the scale will 
be supplied by each pair.)

On your graph paper, construct one graph for each episode. Label each graph 
with the name of the episode.

Below the time axes, write the estimated duration of each episode.

As we move forward, we remind you to graph what you were aware of during the 
experience, not what you logically think had to have happened. 

(At various points in subsequent steps, periodically remind the participants of this 
constraint.)

Remember that we'll make multiple passes. For the first pass, we ask you to 
draw a curve indicating the intensity of each episode across its full length of time. 

(On the whiteboard or flipchart, draw an example of an intensity curve. For 
instance, if the episode involves entering a coffee shop, draw a flat, low-intensity 
beginning, which then spikes when you spy your favorite baked good, and again 
when an eager customer jostles you in their attempt to get their favorite.)

(Wait for it.)



We ask you now to go back into the first episode, and to think of the affects or 
emotions you experienced. Add a line showing the intensity curve of each affect, 
corresponding to when they occurred on the timeline. 

(Draw at least two examples on the board. For example, the steady, upward 
pleasure of looking around the coffee shop and seeing the goods on display; or 
the spiked line of the sudden worry of losing your place in line when you're 
jostled.)

Label each affective intensity curve.

Repeat for each episode.

(Wait.)

Now we ask you to go back and graph the thoughts that stood out during each 
episode, with attention to both the duration and the intensity of each thought. The 
"intensity" of thought corresponds to how clearly it stands out from the 
background.

(Wait.)

As we move forward, feel free to use your eraser and adjust previous curves if 
later additions make you realize that a revision is necessary.

For the next pass, please graph the actions that occurred during each episode. 
Actions could be yours, other people's, or other things'.

(Wait.)

(Uncover prepared list of supplemental intensity curves.)

For the next passes, work between yourselves to select from this list a kind of 
intensity curve to add to the graph. You may add your own categories of intensity 
curve. Graph as many as you have time for. We will give you approximately 15 
minutes for this step.

(Wait.)

(Call participants to attention for discussion.)

Discussion

Topics that may come up in discussion, or that you may want to bring up yourself:



How is what actually happened creatively constructed? What implications does 
this have for the memories out of which we construct our sense of self?

What are the implications of the collective, or social, and emergent nature of this 
construction? Even when we are alone are we silently co-constructing with the 
virtual presence of others (silent dialogues; sense of propriety, or of expectation; 
desires; imagined interpellations; feared judgements of others; self-justifications; 
jokes and playfulness)?

To what extent is "what actually happened" a fabulation? If so, is that something 
negative (a lie) or positive (a creative act opening potentials)?

Did you have difficulty deciding what category an intensity corresponded to? 
What does this say about the discreteness of the elements of our experience? 
About the relation between language and perception?

What does the act of labeling do? Does it flatten the experience, or does it give 
one a handle on its complexity?

Can the experience be exhausted? Does it keep enriching the more you explore 
it?

Is the fabulatory aspect potentially a therapeutic aspect?

Did the interviewer's presence help activate aspects that may not have 
suggested themselves if you were doing this exercise by yourself?

How exact was the graphing? (Relate to Deleuze and Guattari's concept of the 
"anexact yet rigourous")

How does this archeology of the present play out in different contexts where the 
exercise might be used? Does there need to be a concluding or closing, once so 
much has been opened? Or does leaving it open allow the awareness that the 
exercise brings to the present moment to bleed into the world outside? Under 
what circumstances is it constructive to close, and under what circumstances to 
leave open?

Is there a limit to the number of categories an experience can be broken down 
into (different sense modalities, etc.)?

How, or why, does that multiplicity get experienced as a block or unity?

Think about how complex that account of that moment was? Then think about 
how many episodes of that kind make up a day. Think about how much more 
complex a moment can be when it involves social interactions between a number 
of people. Think about how complex it is when you are moving through a rich 



physical environment that demands a focused, but at the same time wide-span, 
attention.

To what extent did what happened hinge on prompts or actions of things in a way 
that distributes agency? How does your sense of the events change if you factor 
in nonhuman actors as co-creators of the episode? Does this process of 
archeology allow nonhuman factors to come to the fore? 

How may the results of this exercise be mobilized toward the collective 
construction of an anarchive?

*Adapted from the microanalysis interview technique developed by Daniel Stern, 
as presented in The Present Moment in Psychotherapy and Everyday Life (New 
York: WW Norton, 2003), for the "Distributing the Insensible: Performing the 
Anarchive" SenseLab event, 14 December 2016.


